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ABSTRACT—Intrusion detection system (or IDS) is an integral part of any Information and Communication 

Technology (or ICT) system. Building an efficient and reliable IDS that accurately detects an attempt to compromise 

the network using some known or unknown vulnerability in real time is still a huge challenge. We attempt to create 

a state-of-the-art Deep Neural Network that analyses the network traffic in real time, identifies an attempt to 

compromise a network, classifies the type of attack and then compare its accuracy and efficiency with that of 

conservative and existing models. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In today’s era, computers play a very important role in almost every sector. Every organization big or small 

has computers or servers networked together or connected to the internet performing functions such as storing 

organization data or providing a service. This network of computers while being a boon to the organization often 

makes the organization vulnerable to attacks which may sometimes even originate within the organization itself. 

This creates a demand for an intrusion detection system that can analyse the network traffic in real time and handle 

any known attempt to compromise the network as well as any unknown attempt (new type of attack).  

An intrusion detection system is a piece of software or a network device which is often deployed in strategic 

positions throughout the network to detect and prevent any and all malicious ventures that may be attempted by 

someone from both within and outside the organization. The intrusion detection system generally reports any 

malicious venture detected by it to an administrator or centrally collects the logs using a Security Information and 

Event Management (SIEM) system. A SIEM system collects and consolidates outputs from various sources and 

then through alarm filtration techniques classifies malicious activity from false alarms. 

 

II. STATE OF THE ART (LITERATURE SURVEY) 

We used this paper [1] to decide which kind of Intrusion Detection System we wanted to design and decided to 

go with Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection Systems. The taxonomy and survey conducted in this paper helped us 

narrow down on to Neural Networks and SVMs (Support Vector Machines) as the algorithms to go forward with 

in order to design the Intrusion Detection System. 
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This paper [2] helped us choose our data set for training our neural network and also helped us get insights into 

designing our neural networks. This paper proposes a 3 layered neural network which has an accuracy of 93% with 

the KDD cup 99’ data set. 

The paper [3] suggests different techniques and method to use for feature selection and elimination for features 

specific to Intrusion Detection Systems. Inferences from this paper helped us decide which algorithm was to be 

used to narrow down our feature set. Elimination of the features was done through Correlation and p-value 

methods. A feature set of 41 was reduced to a feature set of 31. 

Following paper [4] gave us insights into how efficient the current and conventional machine learning models 

are. A comparative study in the paper suggests that an ensemble model of Random Forest Trees paired with Naive 

Bayes gives the best accuracy of 92.7%. We inferred that a neural network can beat these conventional methods 

as it allows the establishment of complex relations between unknown parameters in the model. 

The implementation of the conventional Machine Learning method of SVM (Support Vector Machine) in this 

paper [5] gave us inferences to draw analogies between a Neural Network and a Support Vector Machine. The 

statistics presented in the paper helped us finalize our executing algorithm as a Neural Network.  

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

(1) We propose a Neural Network architecture which uses network parameters as its input and uses them to 

predict whether the network is being compromised or not. 

(2) The Neural Network provides multiple class classification unlike the present state of the art which only 

provides binary classification. 

(3) Tensorflow frame work is used to design the Neural Network. 

(4) The output is either the name of the attack taking place on the network or ‘normal’ if the network is not 

under any attack. 

A. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

 

(1) Denial-of-Service-Attack (DoS): It’s a type of attack in which a person attempts to make the host 

unreachable through exerting a flood of requests from the target machine and therefore exhausting the host making 

the host unable to provide services temporarily or in some cases permanently. 

 

(2) Remote-to-Local-Attack (R2L): In this type of attack the attacker who has no user accounts on the target 

machine, sends data packets to the target and tries to exploit one vulnerability to obtain local access portraying 

themselves as one of the existing users on the target machine. 

 

(3) User-to-Root-Attack (U2R): In this type of attack the attacker starts by trying to gain access to a user’s pre-

existing access and exploiting a certain vulnerability to gain root access. This kind of attack of trying to gain root 

access is also widely known as privilege escalation. 
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(4) Probing-Attack: In this type of attack the attacker tries to gather information about the computers, and the 

services running on them, of the network. This is generally done by done by sending a connection request to the 

server and not responding with an ack packet. This basically tricks the server into giving us information about the 

kind of service being run on it. 

 

(5) Deep Neural Network (DNN): This algorithm consists of neurons arranged in multiple layers in various 

amount of numbers according to the need of the model.  

The complexity and abstraction of data increases with every layer and unlike orthodox algorithms this 

algorithm uses nonlinear relations and calculations in order to establish certain relations between parameters which 

factor in while predicting or classifying data. Hence neural networks require a lot of data in order to test every 

possible combination of relations between each parameter.   

 

B. Equations 

The following mathematical and statistical equations have been used in order to design and optimize our 

Intrusion Detection System: 

(1) Instead of initializing our parameters randomly as most models do we used Xavier Initialization[6]  

technique to initialize our weight and bias parameters. In the case of    Xavier Initialization  (also called "Glorot 

normal" ), the parameters are randomly initialized with the mean as zero and standard deviation being  :  

                     

Where a is the number of input units in the weight tensor and b is the number of output units in the weight 

tensor for that layer. 

 

C. Dataset 

We have used the KDDCup-99’ data set to train our neural network. It consists of 42 parameters including the 

label of the observation. The following features are present in the dataset: 
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After performing data pre-processing and feature elimination we came up with the following features to include 

in our feature set: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Univariate Histogram of the Features 
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Figure 2: Distribution of attacks in the dataset 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Heat map of the correlation between the features 

 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

A 4 layered model was defined in TensorFlow as Keras back-end. We trained the neural network with 1000 

epochs with a dropout rate of 0.1 for every layer to add regularization to the model. From the inferences of previous 

papers, we decided to go with a 3 hidden layer model as the task at hand does not require higher complexity to be 

solved. 

The model gives out an output classifying the observation into the following 23 categories: 
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The proposed Neural Network Architecture: 

 

 

 

 

As seen above the Neural Network takes in 105 inputs in the input layer (one-hot encoding of categorical data 

lead to 105 inputs) and gives 23 outputs (the type of attack). 

 

 

V. RESULTS DISCUSSION 

We fed the dataset into various conventional as well as the state-of-the-art models and compared it with ours. 

As the 

output is multi class, parameters such as precision, f1 score and recall which are used to measure the success 

of binary classification cannot be used  

 

Algorithm Accuracy 

Previous State of The Art Model[2] 93% 

ADA Boost 92.5% 

Decision Tree 92.8% 

K Nearest Neighbors 92.9% 

Naive Bayes 92.9% 

Linear Regression 84.8% 

SVM-Linear 81.1% 

Svm-rbf 81.1% 

Random Forest 92.7% 
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Our Model 98.64% 

 

As seen above our model outperforms others in case of accuracy. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Our paper has successfully established that Deep Learning can be used for the betterment and optimization of 

Cyber Security. Unfortunately, the Neural Network has been trained on a bygone benchmarking dataset, which is 

a disadvantage for this methodology. 

Even though the statistics provided here are exemplary we need to further conduct studies in integration of 

deep learning models into real-time networking environment in order to identify and avoid zero-day attacks. This 

work of study promises to remain a stagnant pointer of direction to further studies in this domain in the near future. 
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